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BIG PICTURE
Krystal Nui, better known as Red Panda, puts on
some bowl balancing entertainment at an OSU
Men’s Basketball game halftime.
Photo by David Heasley
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editor's note

W

ith the passing of a new year,
reflection and contemplation are
inescapable. We are bombarded
with compilations, recaps, and lists and
encouraged to weigh the value and meaning
of the past year and place it firmly into our past
history. Perhaps this is fulfilling some innate
modern need—a need to compartmentalize
each passing year and its events into a sealable
bag, tossing it into the crisper drawer of the
refrigerator of our minds. I know this may
seem like an overstatement of the obvious, but
the events of last year, no matter how much
we wish to consign them to the past, will
invariably have an unavoidable impact on the
ever unfolding events of our future.

New Year's resolutions have become the
crux of the celebration—a way to engage in
ourselves, our shortcomings, and the world
around us. In order to get you in the new
year's mood, here is a countdown of my
resolutions in 10 words down to one:
10. Make more time for the people who
actually deserve it.
9. Stop eating so much goddamn junk food
for breakfast.
8. Practice self-love, even if it freakin’ kills me.
7. Spend more time learning about local
politics.
6. Take myself on more fancy dates.
5. Make 1870 Magazine great again.
4. Stop smoking cancer sticks.
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3. Volunteer my time.
2. Love ferociously.
1. PARRRRRRTYYYYY!!!
To start the year off right, we bring you a
magazine representative of the world around
you
—ideas on how to explore your city,
musings of students doing awesome things,
reflections on tragedy, and irreverent insights
on sports, food, art, and anime conventions.
Here's to new beginnings,
Danny Hamen,

Editor-in-Chief

614 Media Group
458 East Main Street
Columbus, OH 43215
Office: (614) 488-4400
Fax: (614) 488-4402

Cover design by:
Email Submissions to:
editor@1870now.com

Event & Sales Inquiries:
events@1870now.com
sales@1870now.com

Disclaimer:
1870 is an independent publication and is not
affiliated with The Ohio State University. 1870 receives
NO STUDENT FEES or university funding. One free copy
per person. Additional copies $.50.
Opinions are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the
views and opinions of the editor, publisher or the newspaper staff.
1870 is not liable for omissions, misprints or typographical errors. No
part of this publication may be reproduced without the express written
consent of the publisher.
©COPYRIGHT 2015.
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Wo r d o n t h e
4 Cult 101

Have you always wanted to get a film

1You Go, Colo

If you or anyone you know have showed
solidarity with #harmabe, our favorite
great-grandmother gorilla, Colo, just
turned 60 January 22nd at the Columbus
Zoo and Aquarium, making her the
longest living gorilla in the world. Not
only does this give credence to the
quality of medical care and therapeutic
treatments provided by the zoo, but it
adds to the list of reasons why Columbus
is no cow town—we are a gorilla town,
baby. #cololives

3 Kelsey is
Killin’ It

2

Making history in sports is cool. Not
only do you get to relish in admiration
from your teammates and peers, but also
you set a precedent for your opponents.
Kelsey Mitchell’s standard? Scoring
2,000 points in only 79 career games,
making her the fastest player in NCAA
history to do so. That’s pretty damn
impressive considering she is only one
of seven Ohio State players to reach that
mark, and that this season is far from
over. Let’s see how bright this badass star
can shine.

education, but don’t know where to
start? Or, perhaps you are looking to
relive your cult favorites on the big
screen with a giant ass tub of popcorn
and a CBC IPA. Well brothers and sisters,
Gateway Film Center has officially the
launched their film series, Cult 101,
starting this month. All year, Gateway
will be screening 101 acclaimed and
underrated cult hits starting with the
sci-fi dystopian classic, Blade Runner.
Future releases will include selections
like David Lynch’s Blue Velvet, and
Stanley Kubrick’s A Clockwork Orange.
Remember, it’s never too late to become a
connoisseur. For a full list of cult choices,
visit gatewayfilmcenter.org.

1
2

3

4

2 Thompson

Library:
Minecrafted

OSU subreddit, while often littered
with mundane questions about the
college experience, sometimes delivers
with something special. Case in point:
xBuckeyeGuyx spent 7 months building
a scaled replica of Thompson Library in
the pixilated sandbox game Minecraft.
Not only did he earn an impressive 176
upvotes on his link, but also has earned
1870’s honorary Nerd of the Month.
Welcome to the ranks, kind sir. Check
out the full set of photos at
imgur.com/a/fRzdo.
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J a n ua r y C a l e n da r • Shit For Your Ears

By J ua n i ta V i v e r o s

Sat. 1.7

Thurs. 1.12

Sat. 1.21

b l a ck b e a r

S TARSE T

M a gg i e R o g e r s

Location: A&R Music Bar Time: 7 PM
Admission: $13/$15 DOS
COTA Route: 18
Even if you don’t know blackbear for his
cool-toned hip-hop vocals or his charting
single “idfc,” you know his work. The LA
artist has and songwriter has written
for and worked with acts the likes of
Machine Gun Kelly, Childish Gambino,
and Pharrell Williams, but his bestknown contribution to the songwriting
scene was Justin Bieber’s “Boyfriend.”
Blackbear’s still got plenty of talent left
over for his own music as well, and he’ll
be stopping in Columbus in anticipation
of his 2017 project Mansionz.

Weds. 1.11
LI Z A ANN e

Location: The Basement Time: 7 PM
Admission: $10/12 COTA Route: 18

Singer-songwriter Liza Anne has already
been to Columbus once before, opening
for Bear’s Den, another artist on this
month’s list. Clearly, she must have
enjoyed herself. This time the show is
hers, featuring special guest Fields &
Planes, and while she describes her own
music as melancholic and “bringing
emotional breakdowns,” maybe that’s
the kind of catharsis we need to ring in
the new year.

Location: Newport Music Hall
Time: 7 PM Admission: $18/20 DOS
COTA Route: 2

It can be hard for a band to come out
with a unique concept and really stick
to it, but when you’re dealing with a
cinematic rock group from our own city,
you should probably learn to expect the
best. Starset began in 2013 as a fictional
outreach program determined to inform
us about a mysterious message from
space, and so far they’ve stuck to their
unsettling astral aesthetic and powerful
music. They’ll be touring here along with
Liberty Deep Down, 8LB Pressure, and
Harmless Habit to kick off the release of
Starset’s new album Vessels.

Sat. 1.14
A a r o n Wat s o n

Location: Newport Music Hall
Time: 7 PM Admission: $15-20 DOS
COTA Route: 2

Nothing quite embodies “America”
quite like a country singer from Texas
who topped the nation’s charts without
signing to a record label. Aaron
Watson’s traditional style of country has
propelled him to wild success among
country fans and is bringing the Texas
music scene into the spotlight. Come
see the key to his success for yourself
at Newport this month along with his
opening act, Zan Williams.

1.16

Location: The Basement Time: 7 PM
Admission: $5 COTA Route: 18

1.7
Mon. 1.16
Run the Jewels: Run
t h e W o r l d To u r

Location: EXPRESS Live!
Time: 7 PM Admission: $25
COTA Route: 18

It started with a serendipitous meeting
between Grammy winning activist/
alternative hip hop artist Killer Mike,
and Definitive Jux cofounder and
producer EI-P. Since 2013, the duo have
released three collaboration records
under the outfit Run the Jewels, working
alongside the likes of Prince and Jack
White. This, dear readers, is what
supergroups are made of. Tickets for
their tour are selling out quick around
the country, so jump on it if you want to
be a part of hip hop history.

Fri. 1.20
Grifffin house

Acoustic and pop-rock singer Griffin
House is another Ohio native who’s
kicking the year off in the capital. Born in
Springfield, Griffin House went to school
at Miami University, but he’s played in
Columbus a few times now, so we still
have a chance to convince him that
we’re really the best city in the state.
He’s an artist whose music focuses in on
reflection and memory, making his show
the perfect choice for the first month of
a new year.
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Sat. 1.21
B r a h m s V. R a d i o h e a d

Location: A&R Music Bar
Time: 7 PM Admission: $16/18
COTA Route: 18
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If you’ve ever heard a song play and
thought to yourself “Wow, I’ve never
heard this Florence & the Machine song
before”, that was probably Maggie
Rogers. If you’ve seen videos of Pharrell
Williams’ glowing praise of one of the
students at his Clive Davis Institute
Masterclass, that was also Maggie
Rogers. She’s a combination of powerful
vocals and trance-like performance that
makes for a musical event you won’t
want to miss.

Location: Ohio Theater
Time: 8 PM Admission: $20

Ever wonder what would happen if
you were to synthesize 17th century
composer, Johannes Brahms with the
style of alt-rock giants, Radiohead?
Well, neither did we, but it happened.
By combining all four movements of
Brahms’ First Symphony with eight
tracks from Radiohead’s OK Computer,
composer, arranger, and conductor
Steve Hackman has created something
wonderfully different—an exciting
juxtaposition of cultures, deconstructing
both forms with the help of our very own
Columbus Symphony Orchestra, proving
that DJs should not be the only members
of the musical community who get to
cross genres.

Sat. 1.28
T h e Lu m i n e e r s

Location: Schottenstein Center
Time: 7 PM Admission: $32-$220
COTA Route: 2

The Lumineers have been one of the
staples of their genre since their first
release in 2000, and support for them
has only grown since then. They’ve been
touring already for the release of their
latest album Cleopatra, and this tour will
continue through 2017 with a stop at
OSU’s very own Schottenstein Center.
This time around they’ll have Andrew
Bird and Margaret Glaspy opening for
what is sure to be a great night.
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j a n ua r y C a l e n da r • Shit For Your Eyes

By J ua n i ta V i v e r o s

Thur. 1.12

Fri. 1.13-Sun. 1.15

Sat 1.14

T h e N e w B l a ck

O h ayo co n

C LIN C H W o r l d ’ s
To u g h e s t R o d e o

Location: King Arts Complex
Time: 6 PM
Admission: Free
COTA Route: 81

This art exhibit at the King Arts Complex
specifically celebrates contemporary
African American artists and art, both 2D
and 3D. What’s more, all the works shown
will be loaned from local art collectors
who draw their art from the Columbus
area, so it’s a good chance to pick the
brains of some of the city’s best artists.

Fri. 1.13
T h e A m a z i n g C at S h o w

Location: 400 West Rich
Time: 7 PM
Admission: Free!
COTA Route: 81

January is the month to really let the
pet-lover and art-lover in you out. The
Amazing Cat Show returns this year
to help out with that. This art gallery is
geared towards our favorite passiveaggressive household pets, and proceeds
from the art will go to help the Colony
Cats adoption center. Come out and buy
a painting of a black cat, if you can. On
Friday the 13th, that’s bound to be double
the good luck.

Location: Greater Columbus
Convention Center
Time: Varies
Admission: Varies
COTA Route: 2
It’s back again! The biggest anime
convention in Ohio returns to Columbus
this January for another weekend of
freezing half to death for the sake of your
cosplay. I don’t need to convince those
of you who are seasoned con-goers to
attend, but for those who have never
been, you’ll get insane costumes, huge
panels all day, gaming competitions, and a
dealer room to sell you every anime DVD
you’ve ever wanted—and then some.

Location: Nationwide Arena
Time: 7:30 PM
Admission: $13 - $78

Fri. 1.13-Sun. 1.15

Sun. 1.15

2017 D u d e - A - T h o n

O h i o Stat e Q u i d d i tc h
Yule Ball

Location: Studio 35 Cinema & Drafthouse
Time: Varies
Admission: $35
COTA Route: 81
Dude. If you’re sick of your weekends not
having enough booze and pot-smoking
bowlers, the Dude-A-Thon is here for
you. For three days, Studio 35 will be
screening The Big Lebowski and hosting
an “epic beer tasting.” Each day features
a different brewery, so make sure when
you buy your tickets you’re splurging on
your favorite beer.

1.13-1.15

Fun fact: there is a Mexican tradition
called Bull Jumping, where courageous
men and women enter an arena with a
raging bull without any protection. As
the angry bovine charges, the jumpers
magnificently flip and leap over the
beast, evading its charge with a crowdpleasing backflip somersault. Add that to
rodeo clowns, oversized cowboy slacks,
bull fighting, and a touch of American
pride, and you have CLINCH, the
toughest rodeo in the world.

Location: Ohio Union
Time: 8 PM
Admission: $8/$10 at-door/$15 couples
COTA Route: 2
We know you’ve been looking for a
way to re-wear your prom dress since
you bought it. This yearly event at Ohio
State is geared towards Potterheads
who’ve always wanted to experience
the Yule Ball in all its awkward, 14-yearold glory, but anyone who likes dancing
and dressing up will feel at home here.
And hey, since we’re not in junior high
anymore, maybe this year Ron won’t
make Hermione cry.

Wed. 1.18
I m pa ct Sto n e wa l l

1.14

Tue. 1.20-Thurs. 1.29
Hamlet - Exit Left
P r o d u ct i o n

Location: MadLab Theatre
Time: 8 PM
Admission: $15 student/$20 GA
COTA Route: 18

Sure, most of you have probably read
Hamlet before in high school, but this
production won’t be anything like your
high school English class. Designed to
be a fast-paced and accessible version
of the classic Shakespeare play, Exit Left
focuses on putting that audience into the
experience as much as possible. If you’re
signed up for a Shakespeare lit class, this is
also a great way to impress your professor.

Sat. 1.28
8 t h A n n ua l
G r o u n d h o g D ay
M a r at h o n

Location: Gateway Film Center
Time: 12 AM Admission: $8
COTA Route: 2

The Groundhog Day Marathon is
half entertainment and half torture,
depending on how you want to swing it.
For those who don’t know, you’ll show
up and spend the next 24 hours--or
however long you can stand--watching
Bill Murray in Groundhog Day over and
over and over. You’re welcome to tap
out whenever you’ve had enough, but
anyone who stays the entire 24 hours
wins movie tickets for a year, so it’s well
worth your time.

Tue. 1.31
T h e L i tt l e M e r m a i d

Location: Ohio Theatre
Time: 7:30 PM Admission: Varies
COTA Route : 18

Disney hits the stage in Columbus this
winter with the Broadway production of
The Little Mermaid. If you’re a hardcore
Broadway fan, come appreciate the
complex staging and design necessary to
create an underwater scene on-stage. If
you’re not, just come relive one of your
childhood movies in live action. And if
you can’t make the opening night, the
show will keep running through the first
week of February.

1.31

Location: 1129 N. High St.
Time: 6:30 PM Admission: $15
COTA Route: 2

Impact Social’s final wine tasting event
joins forces with Stonewall Columbus
this January to lead discussion about
diversity, discrimination, and progress
within the LGBTQ community. Staley
Jophiel Munroe and Suzie Simpson will
lead panels and discussions so you can
start a dialogue and get to know some
of the key players in Columbus’ LGBTQ
community--or just listen and enjoy the
wine samples, if that’s more your speed.
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“I
Souther makes noise in the 614
St o r y b y R e g i n a F o x | P h o t o s By Co l l i n s L a at s c h

couldn’t be more thrilled
to finally get some ears on
this music for which I care
so deeply.”
Delicate cursive swoops and
swirls marked these words on a folded
letter discovered in our office. Carly
Fratianne, front woman of Souther,
hand wrote to us why she feels her
music is worthwhile.
We listened. “This whole musical
endeavor is my attempt to find solidarity
and a sense of community with those
around me,” said Fratianne. “I want
what I have to say to resonate with
people.”
Despite the four piece only being
together for about six months, their
bluesy alt-rock sound is nurtured
and developed. The verses brood and
stew, gently boiling in a giant angsty
kettle until the chorus boils over in an
earnest ooze.
In her lyrics,
Fratianne
speaks as if
nothing shakes
her. Even her
attempt at
making it in
California.
At the ripe
age of 18,
Fratianne
uprooted
herself from
Columbus and
set out for the
bright lights of
Los Angeles.
“I guess I had a hair up my ass.” She
tried to do the singer-songwriter thing
but got the ol’ LA cold shoulder.
“Coming back from the west coast
sent this deep sadness over me. I felt that
I’d failed,” she said. She soon realized
that she could either let this set-back
define her or use it as inspiration to fuel
her career back home in Columbus.
“Let it go or let it have you,” is a line
their single, “Choices,” that symbolizes
her “shedding her skin and moving on,”
she explained.
All her experiences during this
late-adolescent crisis translated into
five songs she wrote for a band that
hadn’t yet formed. That is until she met
drummer, Jack Lynch.

"
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It began much like Troy and
Gabriella’s cosmic meeting at the
"High School Musical" fateful NYE
party—except for Troy and Gab, it was
Fratianne and Lynch, and rather than
a cabin, it was at a multi-sensory art
exhibition and instead of love, a band
was formed.
“Something just clicked,” Lynch said
about the first time the four musicians
jammed.
“Everything glued right together,”
Fratianne said. “You hear people talk
about it in the music world but you
never really understand it until it
happens to you.”
Lynch, who is mostly reserved and
calculated in conversation, said it was
easy for him to relate with Fratianne’s
music. He said the music allows him to
take on a life of his own, separate from
his day-to-day existence.
“Our music is so
expressive,” he said.
“You feel something
when we’re listening
and we feel something
when we’re playing.”
Although the other
three
band
mates
weren’t around for the
writing process, they’ve
had some leeway within
their parts to add
interpretation.
“Carly laid the
framework and we
had the opportunity
to create our own
parts within that
framework,” said Lynch.
Lynch’s tight and fast guitar playing
paired with dynamic baselines from
Randall and intricate, rock guitar riffs
from Langhorst create a truly garage
blues sound.
“I’ve carried these songs and labored
over them for so long,” Fratianne
explained. “I needed to craft something
that was honest and true to form and
now I get to share it with everyone and
I have these great musicians helping
me express the sound. I couldn’t be
more thrilled.”
Souther will be releasing their first
album “Is For Lover” at The Shrunken
Head on January 21.
Keep up with them on Facebook at
facebook.com/southerband
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P h o t o s b y Co l l i n s L a at s c h
By D a n n y H a m e n

Th u m p
at M i dway

he weekly
werkout:
20

D

ancing is good for many
reasons. It's a workout,
it releases those glittery
endorphins, and, because it serves as
the weird mating ritual of our time,
dancing increases your chances of not
have to watch Netflix alone at the end
of the night. Well, dust off those dance
shoes boys and girls, because for each
month we will feature one of the best
weekly dance parties Columbus has to
offer. Just whatever you do, don’t fall
down, drink lots of water, and most
importantly, consent is sexiest of all.

The first time I went to Thump, I wandered
in wasted—dizzying spells of alcohol spins
turned the room sideways, beckoning my hips
to flow back and forth to the entrancing beat.
Bright, red and yellow neon beams of light
swayed and twirled from the ceiling, beckoning
a capered response from the congested dance
floor. This wasn’t some surreptitious gathering
meant only for the college cool-kid elite, but
an open and honest dance party for whoever
wanted to dance off their weekly blues.
Thump is a weekly DJ heavy dance party
at Midway. Every Wednesday, it never fails:
hoards of students shuffle their way in, taking
advantage of cheap liquor and super loud beats,
the type of caliber event you might expect from
local booking troupe My Best Friends Party.
“Thump was the first weekly in Columbus
to feature dance music first and foremost.”
That’s Nick Reed, a founding member of MBFP,
and a local leader in getting people to engage in
the Columbus dance scene. “It's been a campus
staple since it started at Circus Bar 5 plus years
ago. Many DJs who hone their chops end up
playing at LEBOOM, a monthly dance party at
Skully's Diner in the short north.”
Some of the biggest names in the EDM
world have been featured at Thump, including
Koan Sound, Jantsen, Dirt Monkey, Gemini,
and Filibusta, but Reed says that all genres of
music have been represented at the party, from
Junglehouse, Ambient Dub, Euro Disco, to
Darkstep. Yeah, these are mostly real. I think.
So, if the winter blues has gotten you in
an existential rut, put on those dancing shoes
and sweat out some lovely endorphins. Who
knows, you might just bump into your romantic
partner of 2017, or more likely, some tweaker
wearing glow sticks for pants.
Thump takes place every Wednesday at
Midway on High. For more information on
the upcoming performers, visit facebook.com/
Thump.wednesdays.
1870NOW.COM • january 2016 • 1870 MAGAZiNE
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Déjà Viewing
An OSU student takes a trip down the groundhog hole at Gateway Film Center
St o r y b y N i ck St e f fa s i i l l u s t r at i o n b y d u s t i n g o e b e l

Y

ou know how sometimes when you
say a word over and over again out
loud it starts to become unfamiliar and
disjointed and meaningless? That’s the best
way to describe the experience of the 24hour Groundhog Day Marathon, an annual
event hosted by the Gateway Film Center
that challenges participants to sit through
12 showings of the Bill Murray film in a row
from midnight on Saturday to midnight
on Sunday without sleeping or using
electronics during the movie. The prize for
sticking it out: mild psychosis and a year’s
worth of free tickets.
Last year, I made it through the
marathon and collected my rewards. It was
a unique experience, and one that has weird
effects. When you’re in a dark theater for
that long, watching the same thing straight
through one night and well into the next,
everything starts to blend together and
lack of sleep makes you slightly delirious.
Time becomes recursive rather than linear,
measured only by what scene is playing
and how many holes are punched in your
official card. All you know for sure is that
winter won’t be over anytime soon.
So if you’re feeling lonely, try to
understand:
Baby, I can warm you up, ’cause I’m
your weatherman.
Over the course of 24 hours that
song goes from odd to annoying to oddly
comforting. I hear the weatherman song
for the first time as I look for a seat in the
dark, still huffing a bit from running down
11th Avenue at 11:57. I nearly arrived too
late, which is a real shame because I’ll only
get to see that opening scene 11 more times.
Spirits are high for this first screening, and
as groups stake out floor space for blankets
and sleeping bags, the whole thing feels
more like a slumber party dare than the
Ludovico method. The first marathon was
run by an Athenian who ran all the way back
from Marathon to tell his countrymen of a
great battle against the Persians that had just
been won there. After the news was delivered,
he collapsed and died from exhaustion. By the
time my sedentary marathon is over, I think
my ass might drop dead.

22

“People like blood sausage, Rita.
People are idiots.”
Are we idiots for doing this? As I wait
in line to get my card punched after the
third showing, I start to wonder. The first
was fun and the second went by quickly, but
it feels like this last one took forever. Nine
more to go? An idea of just how long this
day will be starts to sink in. It’s nearly 6
a.m. now, and some marathoners are losing
steam and nodding off; the guy next to me is
snoring. Really though, if you wear pajamas
and bring pillows and blankets you’re
setting yourself up for failure.
“Watch out for that first step, it’s a doozy…”
The people love them some Ned
Ryerson. One of the contest rules requires
you to say “bing!” along with Ned when
Phil says his name, but plenty of audience
members go beyond that and shout along
with more of his lines, or just say bing at
random points. By about halfway through
the day a couple of people sitting behind
me can recite the whole scene beginning to
end. Sitting in Gateway’s Torpedo lounge, I
watch the opening scene on the TV above
the bar for maybe the 8th time overall. I’ve
retreated here from the theater to have a
sandwich, drink PBRs, and get a change of
scenery. The guy a couple seats down from
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me claps along to the Pennsylvania Polka.
He’s alone among the six of us in the bar,
but I know everyone in the theater is doing
the same—this is one of 15 or so parts in
the movie that always get a big audience
reaction. It’s a fun ritual that gives the
marathoners a sense of camaraderie, but
I’ve started to get sick of it by now.
Phil: Excuse me, where is everybody
going? Woman on Street: To
Gobbler’s Knob. It’s Groundhog
Day. Phil: It’s still once a year right?
Oh the good, wholesome people of
rural Pennsylvania. The whole town is so
innocent, not a soul makes jokes or even
thinks twice about how they named it Knob
Gobblin’ Park. Some of us big city types in
the theater have dirtier, snarky big city
minds; there’s some giggling at this line.
Maybe I’ve started to lose it, but for me this
has become one of the funniest parts of the
movie.
“Punxsutawney Phil, seer of seers,
prognosticator of prognosticators”
Seven viewings in, I run out of fresh
thoughts to have about the movie. My
handwritten notes from this point forward
are full of unsuccessful attempts to find
anagrams for “Punxsutawney Phil.” I know
that little rat is hiding some dark secret, and
it might just be SEXY PUTIN HUN LAW.
Damn, there’s an extra P left over. I’ll crack
this yet, I have to. The groundhog seems
to be in league in the Russians—national
security is at stake.
From my notes, thoughts at the
marathon’s halfway point:
Like Phil, I too pray for the sweet release
of death
I would probably come to hate any movie
after watching it six times in a row
With repetition, polka music quickly
turns from cheery to nightmarish. It has
very likely been used as an interrogation
method in Guantanamo Bay
Every year from now on Groundhog's Day
I’ll probably think about this day and have
PTSD-induced flashbacks
What if there really is no tomorrow?

“I’m a god, not the god, I don’t think.”
It sometimes seems like the fandom
surrounding Bill Murray borders on
religious fervor. His image is printed on
t-shirts as modern iconography, and people
tell stories of him showing up unexpectedly
at their parties like they were Saul on
the road to Damascus. Who are these
marathoners in the theater if not a group of
ascetic monks who have withdrawn from
the world into this hermitage to come closer
to their god? I contemplate this on my way
back from the bathroom after I accidentally
walk into the theater next to the Groundhog
Day one, which the Gateway rents out to a
church on Sunday mornings. As the fifth
screening ends at around 9:40 a.m. I start
to get seriously bored. Groundhog Day is a
funny movie, a good movie, but it’s not what
you’d call dense or complex. After watching
it twice I had noticed every little minor joke
that might have gotten past me the first
time, and for the last few I’ve been watching
the extras in every scene. At the part when
Phil gives the choking mayor the Heimlich
and a piece of steak flies out of his mouth
there’s an extra sitting nearby who catches a
bit of spit on his face and discreetly wipes it
off. I see him do it every time, and wonder if
his acting career ever went anywhere.
“Could I have one more of these
with some booze in it please?”
It’s nearly 8 p.m. and the 10th screening
has just finished. I’ve mostly hung out in the
bar drinking cheap beer for the last seven
hours after receiving assurances from more
than one Gateway employee that it’s not
cheating because the movie is on in here
too. It’s much easier to stay awake in the bar
where the lights are on and I can discuss
with my fellow marathoners how much
we’ve come to hate the Pennsylvania Polka
and when Andie MacDowell’s southern
accent comes through.
“It’s so beautiful, let’s live here.”
Towards the end of the last showing,
the crowd is keyed up again like they had
been 24 hours ago for the first one. But it’s
a slightly different energy now—the crowd
feels anxious, like they’re collectively
willing the movie to just end already. Once it
finally does they cheer and line up to get that
final hole punch and their envelope of tickets.
At the end of the Day, was it all worth it? My
confirmation bias is telling me yes. Once I get
back to my apartment, it feels unfamiliar, as
if the Gateway was my real home now. The
marathon was beautiful in its own weird way,
but I don’t want to live there anymore.
Try your hand at the 8th annual Groundhog
Day Marathon at the Gateway Film Center
on January 28th.
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T h e S a f e ty
Issue
O n e fat efu l day.
fi v e en g ag i n g s to r i e s.
Yo u r vo i ce h e ar d.
November 28th feels like it happened forever
ago—a distant memory of a tragedy that
seems, at this point, almost unreal. Abdul
Razak Ali Artan’s actions were intended to
be representative of a collective struggle, a
calling cry for those who have felt afraid or
dejected, just trying to get by in a new home.
But it didn’t work. What he did was polarize
a community, create tension and instill fear
in students, including his fellow Somali and
Muslim brethren.
This month we decided to dig deeper into
the issue of violence. We talked to the Somali
Student Association, who felt shocked and
afraid for the future, but comforted by the
tremendous amount of community support.
We explored the genesis of Run, Hide, Fight—
the three words that were texted to the entire
student body, and why they came to be. We
sat down with the Buckeye’s for Conceal Carry,
who feel like their rights are being trampled on
by the OSU administration. On top of that, we
compiled safety facts and statistics that will
help keep your 2017 school year safe.

Welcome to 1870 Magazine.
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Run,
Hide, Figh t

How these three words entered the lexicon of an entire student body

Run, hide…what? There is no stranger feeling than receiving a text from a major
university urging you to fend for your life. The ambiguity of this statement has left a lot
of questions from the student body. In a time where inexplicable violence is seemingly on
the rise, these three words have become the “stop, drop, and roll” of our generation. But
from what origins did the phrase come?
Lamentably for Ohio State and Columbus, Ohio, one of the most consequential events
of the past year, the violent attack of November 28 that left 13 people injured, and the
perpetrator dead, will forever serve as a grim touchstone for 2016. For many among us,
this past year will be remembered as the year that the nihilistic violence that has tainted
the flavor of our modern world came home to roost on High Street.

St o r y b y 1870 Sta f f i i l l u s t r at i o n b y a n a s ta s i a m a r k o va

B

ringing with it all the sad
trappings of the phenomenon—
grief, woe, disbelief, and swirling
whirlwind of media reports and
official statements. In all the buzzing,
a simple phrase kept being repeated—a
phrase that may just serve as a mantra for
our times: “Run. Hide. Fight.”
"Buckeye Alert: Active Shooter on
campus. Run Hide Fight. Watts Hall.
19th and College,” read the mass text
sent out by OSU’s Emergency Message
System at 9:56 AM that morning, the first
piece of university's official response to
the terrible circumstances unfolding on
campus that day. Reminiscent of other
three word PSA slogans like, “stop, drop,
and roll,” or, “reduce, reuse, recycle,”
“run, hide, fight,” has been a term kicked
around since back in 2008.
In reaction to the 2008 terrorist
attacks in Mumbai India that left over
160 people dead, the City of Houston
Texas put to work approximately
$3.6 million of federal grant
money from the Department of
Homeland Security to begin
developing a methodology for
training first responders
for
active
shooter
type attacks. The
research
resulted
in a new type of
strategy, including
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the now defining slogan of “run, hide,
fight.” The new technique was packaged
and presented along with a short film,
depicting what could be coldly referred
to as a “generic mass active shooter
scenario.”
Days after the project had
finished, and materials spreading the
“run, hide, fight” message were beginning
to be to disseminated, the 2012 Aurora,
Colorado shooting transpired, and
the national consciousness was once
again captured by scenes of seemingly
unexplainable, horrifying violence. In
this period, “run, hide, fight” became
inextricably attached to the modern
consciousness. The lessons developed by
the City of Houston and the Department of

Homeland Security have been repeated
and taught in schools and businesses
nationwide. The official video on the
Ready Houston YouTube channel has
eclipsed over 5 million views, and has
been mimicked and recreated countless
times by innumerable institutions. OSU,
like many other colleges and universities,
had even produced their own “run, hide,
fight” safety video (as well as posters
and pamphlets) in 2015, viewable on the
OSU Administration & Planning Youtube
channel. The video is by far the channel’s
“most popular,” with over 420,000
views—the second most viewed video
clocks in around 4,000 views.
The
tweet
from
OSU’s
Emergency
Message
System
was
repeated in nearly every national news
story covering the attack, and its harsh
message of desperation in the face of
unpredictable violence has seemed to
have left a bad taste in the mouth of
some observers, and the teaching
of the “run, hide, fight” gospel has
proven occasionally controversial.
But regardless of whether or not
you feel it suitable given the
nature of these violent attacks
that have come to define our
era, it is surely a phrase
none of us is likely to
forget anytime soon.
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Alcohol law violation

16%

2015:

2014:

Referrals: 1614
Arrests: 119
Total: 1733

Referrals: 1879
Arrests: 200
Total: 2079

S
R
E
B
M
U
BY THE N
Drug Law Violation
2014:

2015:

Referrals: 423 Referrals: 307
Arrests: 46
Arrests: 46
Total: 453
Total: 353

Stalking

26%

2015:15
2014: 19

Sexual crimes *

2015: 49
2014: 41

AGGRAVATED ASSAULT

17%

2015: 7
2014: 6

19%
Auto Theft

2015: 5
2014: 11

73%
Robbery

Burglary

250%

22%

2015: 14
2014: 4

2015: 5
2014: 8

37.5%

*Sexual crimes include rape, incest, fondling, and sex offense forcible
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10

As gun control continues to be one of the top 325 things no one in this goddamn
country can fucking agree on, the presence of firearms on OSU's campus is going to
be closely monitored. Here are some innovative, fashionable, or just quirky non-lethal
ways to keep yourself protected.

Awesome
Non-Lethal Self
Defense
Alternatives
St o r y b y L e x V e g a s

Extreme SelfDefense Hat

This is a seemingly
normal plain black
ball cap is fitted
with a small pocket
of ultra-dense
material in the back.
When confronted by an
attacker, just grab the bill
and start swinging! This thing packs a
hell of a secret wallop, and best of all, you
probably won't kill anyone using it. Just
$18.99 from TrueSwords.com.

Lipstick Pepper
Spray

Pepper spray has
long been a staple
of campus defense,
but sometimes it can
be difficult to have it
ready when the time
for action comes. This
little number looks just like a lipstick and
can nestle discreetly in your palm or get
lost in that giant obnoxious purse you're
always carrying. Just make sure you're
paying attention when you freshen up
your makeup after a few drinks. Available
in an array of colors for just $11.69 from
WomenOnGuard.com.
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Cold Steel
Honey Comb
Hairbrush

This thing is
the definition
of bitchin', and
could do some very
real damage in the
right hands. Though
it appears to be a simple black hairbrush at
first glance, a small twist reveals a 3” blade
hiding inside. Despite the knife's name,
it's only made from hard plastic, but that
doesn't mean it's not dangerous. The product
description specifically notes its effectiveness
when using “Ice Pick Grip.” Currently sold
out at $16.49 on Overstock.com.

Smart Phone
Stun Gun

This is maybe the
most practical
item on this
list—a small stun
gun disguised
as a modern
smart phone. The
resemblance really
is uncanny, and it uses a small pin to
be operational, so that if it wrestled
away from you it won't work for your
attacker. You can now walk down those
dark, desolate streets pretending to be
on your phone and trying really, really
hard not to zap your own brain. Pick
up the SAMSTUN (yes, really) from
DefenseDevices.com for just $26.95!
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Bottle Opener
Knuckle
Duster

This tiny, twofingered version
of traditional
brass knuckles
is lightweight,
easily concealed,
AND it can crack
open a case of High
Life with just a twist of the wrist. If you
are the runt of your fraternity, keeping
one of these handy can make you a
BMOC real quick. A steal for just $6.95 at
DefenseDevices.com!

Monkey Fist
Key Chain

This is a pretty
straightforward
defense item,
just a 1” steel ball
tightly wrapped
in a length of
heavy-duty cord.
Simply carry it on
your keys and when the time comes, whip
this baby out and start your best primate
attack dance. Readily available in a variety
of colors for just $12.99 from (where else?)
MonkeyArmor.com.

Pepper
Spray Gun

This is a
giant step up
from your
conventional
pepper spray—a
full size hand
gun-style device that
deploys small rounds that explode on
contact, causing all the traditional effects
of regular spray on your attacker. The
product description says it is accurate
up to 150+ feet, about 15 times that of
traditional spray, but it will set you back
$349.99 for the gun, plus accessories. It will
also fire tear gas rounds though, so there's
that. Pick one up from SaltSupply.com.

Smith and
Wesson
Tactical
Penlight

This little
6” monster
features a 10
lumen flashlight
on one end and a
fucking scary looking
sharp stake-like tip on the other, perfect
for fending off those pesky campus
vampires and purse thieves. In all
actuality, this would be a versatile tool
for anyone because it can be used to
break glass in case of emergency, or
just to stab the brains out of anyone
who spooked you. Get it now from
BatteryJunction.com for just $16.95.

www.OhioState.BNCollege.com

Strobe
Light
Pepper
Spray
Gun

This device
combines the
traditional attackthwarting nature of
the previously discussed pepper spray
gun with a disorienting strobe light
feature AND an invisible UV dye built
in to the spray to help police identify
your attacker after you've defeated
them in epic battle. Unfortunately
it's available for just $49.99 from
DicksSportingGoods.com where it
currently has a one-star rating, so it may
not live up to the hype.

Blackthorn
Shillelagh
Fighting
Stick
Cane

When all else
fails, go with
the weapon that
has been used in
traditional Irish and
Leprechaun fights for hundreds of year,
the shillelagh. The model available at
TrueSwords.com for $39.99 is made of
polypropylene for extra durability but
made to look like the classic Blackthorn
wood of old. Because when it really
comes down to it, no weapon is more
effective in hand-to-hand combat than a
big fucking stick.

STOP IN FOR THE BEST
SELECTION TODAY!

1598 N. High St Corner of 11th & High St 614-247-2000
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"Figh t ing for
A mer ica n-ness"
S o m a l i St u d e n t s s pe a k o n lov e
f o r co l l e g e , co u n t ry
St o r y b y D a n n y H a m e n i

P h o t o b y Co l l i n s L a at s c h

“When I learned about the attack, I had family from all over the country—
coworkers and old friends—call and text me to see if I was okay. And then, all of
a sudden, it snaps. When you hear he is Muslim...he is Somali, there’s another
fear. What’s the backlash going to be? And that duality is something that not a
lot of people will go through and have to understand.”
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H

amze Ahmed’s hands were
shaking slightly as he spoke.
He had a soft, caring voice and
an enchanting leer—his words eloquent
and collected, speaking positively about
his experience as the vice president
of the Somali Students Association at
The Ohio State University. But when
the conversation steered toward
the attack, there belied a tinge of
anxiety—a natural fear of rejection
from a community and a country that
he has embraced since he immigrated
here as a child from the Netherlands.
“As Muslim folks, when we see an
attack, we’re all praying that they are
not a Muslim. Because we already know
what’s gonna go on in the media. We
know we’re gonna get painted with a
broad brush, we know we’re gonna get
attacked. It’s gone on forever. To find
out that not only is this guy Muslim, but
he’s a part of my community, was really
shocking. I’m still processing it.”
These words echo the sentiments
of an entire community, the Somali
diaspora, who after the November
attack have expressed concern about
tension growing in the country they
love. These, combined with the
immigration rhetoric from president
elect Trump and his proponents, have
Somali community leaders worried
about unsavory depictions of their
people and their values.
“I think the biggest concern to
me being a part of the community,
being an educator, seeing the impact
of the attack on third graders who are
just living in their own world…it was
concerning,” said Qorsho Hassan, OSU
alum, educator, and researcher.
“I knew almost immediately there
would be this image portrayed onto the
community regardless of whether we
take ownership of that image, regardless
of whether we apologize or stay silent.
I think that’s what’s frustrating about
being a Somali American is constantly
having to fight for my American-ness—
having to prove the loyalty that I have
to this country even though I was
born and raised here. I think that was
disturbing—to see the comments, to see
the reactions…it shouldn’t be that way.
So what I try to do to combat that is just
my interactions with people. I think
one-on-one interactions are really
important.”
One of the ways Hassan decided

to engage with her community was to
throw a Somali-American Peace Feast at
a traditional Somali restaurant, Hoyo’s
Kitchen, mid-December. The dinner
provided a safe space for members
of the community to heal and seek
reconciliation with someone from “the
other” culture. Sharing food is an idyllic
way to integrate ideologies and to spend
time learning and caring about a culture
that might be foreign to some.
“I think through that peace feast
I learned that even though the people
who came out were willing to learn,
they didn’t know a lot. And I think it’s
really important to foster those kinds of
events, those kinds of interactions, on a
day-to-day basis,” Hassan said.
Columbus is home to the second
largest Somali population in the
country, just behind Minnesota, home to
an estimated 15 to 40 thousand people—
some born here, others immigrating
from other states and countries. As we
met three OSU Somali students, and
the community leader that brought
us all together, we asked them about
misconceptions concerning the Somali
American experience.

I think that’s what’s
frustrating about being
a Somali American is
constantly having to
fight for my Americanness—having to prove
the loyalty that I have
to this country even
though I was born and
raised here.
“I would say one is that we all know
each other,” said Ishmail Mohamed,
a 3rd year law student, with a hearty
laugh, mentioning how his last name has
gotten him confused as a family member
with many other Somali Mohameds. “I
think another thing is that we’re very
insular. And in some ways, I think we
are because of recent events—because
of racism and Islamophobia. But I also
think that we are a very open community
once you give us the chance and want to
learn more about the culture. I think

once you show that, you’ll see the beauty
in the culture and the people.”
Hassan expressed concern about
having to normalize the Somali
experience for those who believe
they need to apologize or amend the
circumstances of last November.
“Talking about the event that
happened in November—just like
any other event where Muslims are
involved—I think there’s this idea of
wanting that community, whether it’s
Muslim or Somali, to kind of rectify
what happened; to almost make
themselves out to be what they are,
whether it’s a teacher, whether it’s
a doctor, to kind of normalize their
experience. It creates this idea that we
have something to apologize for, that we
need to humanized ourselves and make
ourselves more approachable, which we
shouldn’t have to.” But it hasn’t been
all fire and brimstone for the Somali
community. Ahmed confided that for
every negative comment that he has
encountered since November, he has
received 10 positive ones.
“Maybe it’s me being a little bit naïve,
but understanding there are systems of
oppression, systems of marginalizing
people, certain people will have it
tougher than others,” he said. “But if it
means that I got to go out there and be
polite or be open to someone I’ve never
met before, sometimes I’m willing to
do that. I think a lot of times, I hope,
many people don’t come from a place of
hate, but just a place of not knowing. So,
if it means taking that extra couple of
minutes and sitting down with someone
and explaining something to them—
even though it’ll be frustrating— I will
do it. Because everyone needs someone
to talk to them.”
This spring semester, the SSA
are busy at work engaging with their
collegiate community. SSA at OSU will
be participating in Taste of OSU again,
organizing a fund raiser with EESO, and
hosting the very first North American
Somali youth conference of its kind, SSA
National. They will be inviting SSAs
throughout the US and Canada to the
OSU campus in an effort to connect the
various Somali communities.
To learn more about SSA and
how they are involved in the OSU
community, visit facebook.com/
ssaatosu or ssaohiostate.com
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“We believe
that OSU is
overstepping
state law.”

Pleading the Second
B u ck e y e s f o r Co n c e a l e d
C a r ry s pe a k o u t o n H o us e B i l l 4 8
St o r y b y D a n n y H a m e n
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ust three weeks after an OSU student
carried out an attack on campus
grounds, Governor John Kasich
signed a bill into law that allows colleges
to permit concealed carry on campus.
Believe it or not, this was a total
coincidence.
House Bill 48—a measure that, in part,
allows campuses to decide whether or not
to allow concealed carry holders to wield
firearms on their premises—has been on
the floor nearly an entire year, since last
February to be exact.
1870NOW.COM • january 2016 • 1870 MAGAZiNE
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The OSU attack certainly energized
the discussion of the bill, spurring a
flurry of national news stories from the
likes of NPR, Vice, CNN, and Fox News.
This heated debate, in turn, polarized
students and faculty—proponents arguing
for their basic right to personal safety,
calling themselves “sitting ducks,” while
opponents expressed concern about
their perceived lack of safety if “guns are
everywhere.”
According to Katelin Nealeigh and
Tarak Underiner, president and treasurer
of Buckeye’s for Concealed Carry, the
timing of the attack ultimately altered the
inital discourse that was attached to goals
of the bill.
“[Since the attack,] a lot of people are
concerned that you are either going to
be a student vigilante or commit a mass
shooting. And that's not really what we
were aiming for at all,” said Underiner.
“Statistics show that mass shootings have
an insanely small percentage of actually
happening. Our club is geared at selfdefense, primarily when walking home
from class late at night.”
Underiner argues that many students
require cheap housing off campus in areas
with higher crime rates. While they may
not need their weapon while in class,
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or while eating their lunch, it is a safety
measure they would appreciate while
making the voyage to and from home,
something that Nealeigh and Underiner
argue is their basic American right. They
expressed frustration that even though
the measure passed, President Drake has
made no indication that he is willing to
change the policies already in place.
“We believe that OSU is overstepping
state law,” said Nealeigh. “In the student
code of conduct, they state that students or
affiliates of the university cannot possess
weapons including licensed firearms on
the campus even if state law permits it. For
example, state law would permit someone
to carry their firearm in their car, but the
student code of conduct states that you
can face disciplinary actions for following
state law, up to expulsion.”
A major hurdle for the group is that the
fury of rhetoric used created an unrealistic
idea of what a concealed carry OSU would
actually look like.
“People make a big deal about 18 year
olds being on campus with firearms, and
that's not true,” said Nealeigh. “You can
not have your CHL until you're 21. There
is an 8 hour class, a minimum of 6 hours in
the classroom and a minimum of 2 hours
on the range handling the firearms, so
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“…a lot of people
are concerned
that you are
either going to
be a student
vigilante or
commit a mass
shooting. And
that's not really
what we were
aiming for at all…
Our club is geared
at self-defense.”

there is a good bit of training that goes in.
And a lot of CHL holders continue on their
training—they don't just stop there.”
Underliner also points out that only 4%
of Ohioans actually have a concealed carry
license, debunking the myth that campus
would be drowning in guns if Drake
decided to allow it. “If you look at that 4%
number, that's 4% of all Ohioans, not 4%
of OSU students. You then have to divide
that into college kids then college kids
who decided to get their concealed carry.
That number is very, very small, so saying
campus will be awash with guns is just
not true.” The group also pointed out that
there hasn’t been once instance of suicide
or violence towards a student or teacher by
someone with their CHL license. “You just
have to look at the statistics that exist. It
just doesn't happen.”
Campus carry is a relatively new
phenomenon—with Utah passing the first
similar law in 2004—so there isn’t really
any substantial evidence that validates the
claim that it has no influence on suicide rates.
There is a study out of Emory University
that claims that 10% college students
plan out their suicide, so, accessibility to
firearms could increase the chance of this
coming to fruition. Some researchers,
however, are not convinced that campus
carry alone could lead to an increase in
suicide rates, claiming that the state’s gun
laws should be the most important factor
when determining whether or not students
should be allowed to posses firearms on
campus. And Underiner pointed that age
shouldn’t be a disqualifier if it is amended
into state law, citing a study by economist
and gun rights activist, John Lott. “In
2014, less than .01% of Ohio licenses were
revoked, and after breaking down those
into age groups, 21 - 25 year olds did
not seem to differ from that .01%. So, it
would seem, that our age group is no less
responsible than anyone else. And that was
out of 438,000 licenses.” Because Ohio
State is able to opt-out, the passage of this
House Bill 48 essentially changes nothing
for the student population. That is why the
BFCC are working hard on new legislation
that makes it so the university must offer a
concealed carry option to students.
“We are currently drafting legislation
to submit to the committee in order to get
a real campus carry bill passed, so that
students can truly have their right to self
defense restored,” Underiner said. “Our
goal is to have it ready for submission in
January.”
To learn more about the Buckeyes for
Concealed Carry, visit facebook.com/
BuckeyesforConcealedCarry.
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Barkeep
Confessional
Emma Berlin
North High Brewing

I

t’s said that bartenders
are the modern day
psychologists. I would
agree, but if we’re going to
get technical, their ability
to prescribe us that muchneeded medicine we crave
officially
makes
them
psychiatrists of the street.
We really should be paying
them more.
Emma Berlin tends the
rustic bar top at North High
Brewing. She’s pretty new
to the gig, but based on her
relaxed nature behind the
bar, you wouldn’t have a clue.
Did you go to school here?

No, I actually went to Arizona State.
But I’m from here. Both of our owners
are from Ohio State, though. We’re big
Buckeye fans.

You guys are just south of the
heart of campus, but I’m betting
you still get a ton of students here.

Yeah, we have a lot of students that do
come in. Mostly older students, obviously
of drinking age. I definitely don’t see
a lot of young, young students because
being a craft brewery; we don’t serve any
domestic beers. Everybody usually knows
what they want. they’re coming here to
have an experience. There are a lot of
students though, and a lot of Buckeye fans.

If you could have any superpower
to help you behind the bar, what
would it be?

I wish I could stick the person’s name
on their forehead because I often feel
like I get to know them, and I build this
conversation with them and then like,
when they’re leaving I want be like, “Bye
Megan!” You know?

People are coming out a lot to try
and beat the winter blues. Have
you noticed a change here since
the weather has gotten colder?
Yeah, we don’t have a patio, so, it has
gotten busier in a sense. I feel like this
time of year, people are just losing their
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St o r y a n d P h o t o b y M e g F r e e m a n
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minds. But since it’s warm, and the
lighting is low, I feel like people really
enjoy being here, and they stay for a while.
It’s not like the pop in and out type thing.
You don’t see that a lot.

Tell me about the Mug Club.

So, we have the Mug Club. It’s $8 a month
and you can order any beer regular priced
and have it served in your own mug.

And they can just keep their mugs
here? That’s neat!
Yeah, here I’ll show you one. This one is
inscribed, “A fool and his money are soon
partying.”

I see that you have a selection of
liquor, so it’s not JUST beer.

No, not just beer. We have some specialty
liquors. But we do try to focus on our
beer. We let people sample our beer a
lot. When I first started coming here, I
had no idea that I even liked beer. I was
used to just drinking domestic beers like
Budweiser. But I started trying some IPA’s
and started realizing that I had a taste for
hoppier beers. I used to only drink ciders,
and now I drink more craft. We have the
Peddle Wagon around the corner so we
do that on Saturdays. We do a lot of tours
here. You can come in and brew your own
beer here. It takes about three hours, you
can make your own labels, and you can
bring your own bottles. It’s awesome.

I like the atmosphere in here. It’s
sophisticated.

Yeah, it’s definitely a little more
sophisticated than some of the other bars
on campus, but we definitely have that
homage to Ohio State. We have windows
from Sullivant Hall and Brown Hall and
doors from Brown Hall when they were
renovated.

As sophisticated as it feels, it’s
still a bar. You’re an attractive
female bartender in a university
setting. Does anyone ever try to
hit on you a little hard after a few
too many?
Not as often as you would think. I can
tell if I’m going to get hit on, and then a
couple drinks later, it will happen. I’m
in a serious relationship, so I think I just
don’t put out those vibes. But, I am very
fun and friendly and flirty and it comes
in handy here. If anybody did get too
forward, there’s usually another guy here
who steps in.
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Thurmanator Challenge
Accepted

P h o t o b y J u l i a n F o g l i e tt i

Battling the biggest burger in town.
St o r y b y L e x V e g a s

I took down the
Thurmanator
and I am a
vegetarian.
Yeah, you heard
that right.

I

’m not a wolf, though I wish I were.
If given the choice, I would gladly
opt to spend my days freely running
through the woods with my lupine
companions. Alas, I was born a mere
human like you. "Despite my short
comings of being human, I would soon
get a taste of what it would be like to
exist as a carnivore by stuffing my face
with the 8lb Thurmanator.
I'm not even much of a human—a
scrawny 140 pounds and almost no body
hair below my neck. My diet consists of
mostly apples, bananas, and milkshakes.
And no meat. Not for any particular
reason, mostly it just makes me feel weird
and gross, and I don't want to put it in
my body. I consume far fewer calories in
a day than is recommended just because
I don't give many f*cks about food.
I couldn't tell you when I last ate a
cheeseburger (I have a fuzzy memory
of munching one on a bar patio in
Toledo in the Summer of 2009,) but
when my editor asked if I would take
on the massive three-meat doublepatty Thurmanator—a Columbus food
legend if there ever was one—I said yes
immediately. An average piece of meat
turns my stomach, but something about
this made my tail perk up.
I didn't want to break back into the
carnivore game with just any fast food
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patty. In fact, I still had no interest in
consuming animal bits unless it was a
whopping 4000 calorie beast of a meal,
a greasy monstrosity that rivaled my
own mortal being in sheer mass. This
sandwich has been featured on Man Vs.
Food, and even the host, Adam Richman,
couldn’t take it down.
Why was I doing such a thing? Even
if it were for an assignment, this would
hardly classify as journalism. It was
nothing more than a study in how much
my body could handle, or not handle. I
would probably wind up sweating and
vomiting on a public bathroom floor, and
that's if I could even choke down the
first bite. This was nothing more than
a Jackass stunt to be played out in the
less-exciting medium of the written
word. But now I was committed, and I
was going primal.
I woke up that fateful morning
soaking wet. I dreamed of meat sweats
dripping from my pores, a mouth full
of barnyard muscle that I couldn't
swallow—just a ball of meat clogged up in
the top of my esophagus, cutting off my
air supply. I looked out the window to the
first major snowfall of the year and wiped
my brow. Winter wasn’t coming. Winter
was here. I ripped a bong to facilitate my
appetite, and stepped out into the cold
morning air.
I was the first person in the door and
ordered my sandwich without pickles or
mayo, (because those things are f*cking
gross and I was here for the protein.) I
was asked how I would like my burger
prepared, and it had been so many years
since I ordered a burger I didn't know
how to reply. Standard? Two twelve
ounce beef patties, a stack of ham and
bacon, mozzarella and American cheese,
mushrooms, onions, banana peppers, just
give it all to me and let me do my thing.

Soon, a swaying tower of juicy meats
and cheeses, standing a full foot tall, was
placed in front of me. It was intimidating
of course, but it seemed within the realm
of possibility. For the first time I thought,
“I can do this.”
And I f*cking did it.
I ripped into that meat like a werewolf
on steroids and didn't stop until my plate
was clean. I could taste the bitter iron of
the blood on the tip of my tongue, and it
fueled me. I could feel my body trying to
sort out the gluttonous punishment I was
putting it through, but my mind didn't
waver. I was in hog (and cow) heaven! Ten
minutes in and I was 75% finished without
so much as breaking a sweat. I made a
mental note to remind my editor I was
shortening my life expectancy for him.
The ham was by far the hardest part—
slimy sheets of pink rubber that were still
too close to the color of a still-breathing pig
for my taste. I pushed them around on my
plate, saving them for last, but I was going
for the kill. 16 minutes after I started, I
laid my fork down. I had gone primal. I
defeated the Thurmanator. I knew what
it felt like to gnash my teeth through the
mortal remains of something lower on the
food chain, and I stepped outside to howl
at the shining sun in celebration.
So, in case you need to pad on some
extra pounds to keep you warm this
winter, or you just want to become an
exclusive member of Columbus carnivore
elite, stop in at Thurman’s Cafe for an
unrivaled foodie experience. Don’t worry;
this monster burger won’t bite back.

For more information on Thurman's
Cafe and how you can try your hand
at the Thurmanator Challenge, visit
thethurmancafe.com
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Food Quest:

GermanVillage
Expanding horizons while satisfying stomachs

Katzinger's
katzingers.com

p h o t o b y MEg a n L e i g h B a r n a r d

If you're feeling more like having a simple, perfect sandwich than traipsing into a hallucinogenic
phantasmagoria of sausage consumption, turn, if you will, to Katzinger's, Columbus's premiere
Jewish-style delicatessen.
At the door are artisanal breads, fine cheeses, the world's best wines and beers, and chocolates...
skip these. March directly to the cash register and ask the kind attendant for a knish and a CelRay, even if you don't know what those things are. Grab a (free) pickle from the (free) pickle
bucket. Maybe grab a (614) Magazine from the stack near the window. Relax. People-watch.
When you've washed down the last bite of mashed-potato-and-caramelized-onion-filled pastry
with the last swig of your celery seed flavored soda pop, you'll still be hungry. Get pastrami on
rye—sure you can afford it. Sell some plasma or something. Heal yourself with the pastrami. It’s
always worth it.

Pistacia Vera
pitaciavera.com

photo by Chris Casell a

Just up 3rd Street from Katzinger's is Pistacia Vera, one the most acclaimed pastry shop in
town. Decorated in a sleek, modernist style (although the building itself is brick,) Pistacia
Vera specializes in traditional Parisian macarons—note the single "o." Just barely crisp on
the outside, the teeth immediately breaks through to the thick, unctuous centers of the
Oreo'd-together cookies, finding at their center a layer of rich pastry cream, ranging in
flavor from pistachio (as one might guess) to (inevitably) Buckeye.
Story by Dom C amell a • Photo by Megan Leigh Barnard

As the phoenix of 2017 rises from the putrescent ashes of 2016, we turn our thoughts, as at
the beginning of every New Year, to improving our lives, not making the same mistakes.
If you, like so many other students, spent all of last year on or near the Ohio State campus,
perhaps now is the time to take out that sweet Buck ID bus pass and hightail it to the other side
of town. This month, let’s take a ride to German Village and eat some dank Columbus cuisine.

juergensbakery.com

More in the customary German (brick) style of the village itself, Juergen's offers homemade
German baked goods (pretzels, strudel, kuchen), as well as a full menu of homemade German
meals like Schnitzel (a flattened and breaded and fried pork or veal cutlet,) Sauerbraten (a sweet
and sour beef roast,) and, of course, bratwurst. Furthermore, Juergen's offers a wide variety of
imports from Germany, including a large selection of German wines and beers.

Schmidt's Sausage Haus

Lindey’s Restaurant and Bar

photo by Cheryl Harrison

photo by Chris Casell a

schmidthaus.com

Here lies a quaint, historically Teutonic paradise of brick buildings, brick streets, brick-colored
sweaters, and perhaps, somewhere, sandwiches filled with brick.
Schmidt's, however, specializes in sausage, namely bratwurst, knockwurst, and their signature
Bahama Mama, all served buffet style, to oompah band accompaniment in an adorable (brick)
building on East Kossuth Street.
After you've consumed several feet of sausage and a few steins of beer, chase it all down with a
massive and delicious cream puff, before returning home to sleep for days, sated preposterously
by this grand and decadent repast.
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lindeys.com

Lindey’s is a legend—a long-time favorite for informed locals and a tourist destination for
out-of-towners. This is special occasion food—filet mignon, crab cakes, tuna tartar, and yes,
enough ritzy wine to break even your parents’ bank. If you are trying to excite your Tinder
date with some high-class nosh, then leave that Applebee’s gift card at home. Just because
you are in college doesn’t mean you don’t deserve to be fancy. Pinkies up, bitches.
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"The two most powerful
warriors are patience and time."
- Leo Tolstoy

M

Cool
Head
luke
Fickell to Cincinnati will
prove a shrewd move
By V. R . B r ya n t
photo by khris hale
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en I would consider to be strong
must have been broken down
by less than what Luke Fickell
has been through. Not the greatest trials
imaginable, but in the scope of a football
coach's career, Fickell has taken some slugs.
At a glance, Fickell has had the luxury
of being on the payroll of his alma mater
for over a decade. His coaching tenure at
Ohio State began in 2002 as special teams
coordinator for a team that would win the
BCS National Championship. He began
coaching the linebacking unit in 2004 and
quickly ascended to the role of defensive
coordinator. He was awarded Assistant
Coach of the Year by the AFCA in 2010. A
year later, he would get the chance to be the
head coach of Ohio State football. Just not
in the way he must have envisioned.
Tattoogate, as a search term, still
leads directly to the main Ohio State
football Wikipedia page. Looking back
through the admittedly biased eyes of a
local writer, the impact of the so-called
scandal seems incongruent with its true
scope. A bunch of kids bartering for tattoos
leads to suspension, vacated wins, and the
"resignation" of a legendary coach?
It was under these circumstances that
Fickell got the job. He was just 37 years old
at the time, staring down the barrel of the
rest of his career. He'd arrived too soon and
under the wrong terms. Nobody knew how
it would turn out.
And it didn't turn out terribly well. The
stigma of the scandal loomed, several key
players from the 12-1 Sugar Bowl Champion
team from the year prior had departed—the
2011 season was shrouded in doubt from
the beginning. From an article I wrote in
September of that year:
"We, the onlookers, are now staring at a
frontier pretty bare of Buckeye flags. Other
programs have clearly experienced similar
upheaval—some to a far greater extent. For
the scarlet and gray, however, this season
marks a wholesale shift in persona...The fans
will rally behind Luke Fickell, but no one
among us has seen him patrol the sidelines as
a head coach. The players will rally too, but

many of them will be thrust into roles either
unfamiliar or of far greater prominence."

It was a confluence of factors. No
matter the reason, people could sense an
unraveling taking place. With due respect
to the real world, it was scary at the time
to think that OSU football might have
suffered a TKO.
Fickell went 6-7 that season, closing
things out with four straight losses to
teams nobody in these parts ever wants
to see losses to: Purdue, Penn State,
Michigan, and Florida. The defense—
Fickell's defense—hadn't looked good. And
when Urban Meyer swooped in to take the
reins, there was a great deal of uncertainty
as to whether Fickell would be retained or
even wished to return.
"I did not want to keep [Luke Fickell]
when I got here," Meyer said recently,
commenting on the Cincinnati hire. "I
met him a few times and he was a good
gentleman, a very nice guy. Our meeting
went over the top and I had a lot of respect
for him and his beautiful family.
"We weren't very good on defense for
a couple years and that stressed things out
just a touch around here. But one of the
greatest things I've ever done was keep
Luke Fickell."
It could very easily have been the end
for Fickell. At least at Ohio State. And
the road to obscurity is steep and icy. But
Fickell stayed. The defense improved.

And the Buckeyes won.

Patience and time.
Now 43, Fickell is ready to take over
a proud Cincinnati Bearcats football
team, one with just two losing seasons
in its last eleven, four bowl victories in
nine trips in that span, a top ten finish,
and every chance to join in on the next
major conference expansion. There are
expectations, but there's no crushing
pressure.
He's preceded there by the likes
of Tommy Tuberville, Butch Jones,
Brian Kelly, and Mark Dantonio. He'll
have some ground to make up on the
recruiting front, but recruiting was
always one of the man's strong suits.
He'll be given the chance to succeed.
It's easy to say the move makes sense.
Apparently even computer analytics
agree that Fickell is the right man for
the job.
The future, of course, is still
unknown. But this time, Fickell's
present feels right.
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CBJ next in line in Ohio sports revolution
By V. R . B r ya n t
photo by Barbar a J. Perenic

W

hen asked about traditionally inept sports franchises,
most people's minds would snap to the Cleveland
Browns. Current events certainly reinforce this
notion, as the 2016 Brownies have assured themselves a place in
franchise history with their worst ever regular season record.
The Columbus Blue Jackets' inaugural campaign came one
year after the Browns returned to Cleveland, and since then,
the teams have practically been mirror images of one another—
conjoined twins, fused geographically, mimicking each other's
fleeting successes and overwhelming failures.
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The Jackets have finished dead last in their conference in four of
their fifteen seasons on the ice. They've finished in the bottom three
in all but five. Their goal differential was positive just twice in that
time, and attendance, predictably, has followed suit. Once the novelty
wore off, the reality set in: the Blue Jackets were a bad team. People
don't like watching bad teams.
The diehards persisted, of course. Everyone in this town knows
someone who goes gaga for the CBJ, no matter how far down
the well they fall. This is not a message to the diehards. This is a
message to the five-thousand-or-so people that used to occupy
Nationwide Arena's cheap seats on a regular basis who now spend
their evenings elsewhere.
The Blue Jackets are no longer bad.
At the writing of this article—in terms of points per game, goals per
game, goals allowed per game, average goal differential, and overall
winning percentage—the Columbus Blue Jackets are the best team in
the National Hockey League. Not top half. Not top three. Top.
They are also the youngest team in hockey, and, not surprisingly,
seem to be getting better as the season enters its middle third.
Cam Atkinson, 27, is just 5-foot-7, 173 pounds, but is in the top ten
in the league in point production (combined goal and assist totals) in
his fourth full season with the club.
Alexander Wennberg, 22, leads the team in assists and has helped
anchor a top line that, along with team captain Nick Foligno, struggled
tremendously a year ago.
Zack Werenski, 19, is already one of the top-producing defensemen
in the league, crushes the power play, and is a legitimate candidate
for Rookie of the Year.
Sergei Bobrovsky, 28, leads the NHL in wins despite the CBJ
having played the fewest total games, and is, for the time being,
healthy. They're led by head coach John Tortorella, perhaps the most
accomplished U.S.-born coach in NHL history, who just recorded his
500th career victory on December 18th in a 4-3 OT win in Vancouver.
That game, in fact, showed a side of the Blue Jackets that may be
the most encouraging to fans.

Despite the current success,
there is still a prevalent notion in the
media that Columbus does not truly
belong, that this surge is merely
that—an anomalous upswing that is
certain to subside.
After a slow first period, the
CBJ pounced on two power play
opportunities to take control of
the game. After a legitimate goal
got Vancouver going in the third,
the Canucks enjoyed a pair of fluke
deflections that sent the game to
extra time.
Two leads squandered, on the
road, with the weight of a leaguebest winning streak on their
shoulders, the Jackets came out in
the overtime period and, less than
a minute in, turned the home team
over and won on a slick Seth Jones
tap-in in transition.
The point is this: the Jackets
aren't
just
lucky.
They're
purposeful. They're big, physical,
and aggressive. They're fast and
they're savvy. And they've got
no reason not to believe. Most of
these guys are too young to be
anything but confident. Believe
it—this is the new normal.
The only thing missing, with
attendance this season fourthworst in the league, is you.
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Rocket Man
Remembering
John Glenn:
OSU’s stellar
celebrity
story by lex vegas
i l l u s r at i o n b y a n a s ta s i a m a r k o va
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J

ohn Glenn was a hero, whether he
wanted to be or not. His achievements
were otherworldly, fighting deftly for the
country he loved, but his modest heart was
always in Ohio. He somehow just couldn't help
but make history again and again. Glenn's death
on Dec 8th, at age 95, made international news,
but nowhere was the impact felt more than right
here in the Buckeye state's capital. Columbus
was Glenn's base of operations for much of his
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life, though we did have to frequently
share him with Washington D.C., and
sometimes the stars.
Born in the small town of
Cambridge, Ohio on July 18,1921,
and raised in New Concord, a little
over an hour east of Columbus,
Glenn's young life started off
relatively normal. He did the
things that young boys did in the
1920s and 30s, including chase
his high school sweetheart, Annie,
who would go on to be his wife of
73 years. After the attack on Pearl
Harbor in 1941, Glenn knew what his
nation needed of him, and he became
a fighter pilot in the Marines.
In a pattern that would repeatedly
show itself over the next half-century,
the man was not capable of giving
anything less than his all, and greatness
soon found him. He flew hundreds
of missions in World War II and the
Korean War, racking up awards and
promotions by the dozens, showing
an astounding proficiency for bringing
his aircraft home even when being hit
with hundreds of rounds of enemy fire.
In 1958, he became one of the nation’s
greatest test pilots, helming control of
some of the most powerful planes on
the planet and taming them with a cool
hand and a level head. He even piloted
the first transcontinental supersonic
flight, taking his plane from California
to New York City in record time.Yet, at
age 37, his brightest accomplishments
were still ahead of him.
Glenn's obsession with space
began around this time, and when
the fledgling group known as NASA
began looking for potential humans
to become “astronauts,” he was on
the shortlist. He was chosen as a
member of the Mercury 7, the elite few
Americans who would catapult the
United States into major contention in
the Space Race with the Russians. On
February 20, 1962 he would climb atop
an Atlas rocket and man his Friendship
7 craft around the globe, becoming the
first American to orbit the Earth. His
celebrity immediately grew, and his
life would change forever.
Despite, or more accurately,
because of his massive fame and
accomplishment, Glenn would not be
allowed back into space. NASA had
their eyes on the moon, and because
of his age and hero status, NASA
could not afford the public relations
nightmare should anything have

happened to him. But Glenn's thirst for civic
duty would not allow him to rest, and just two
years after his historic flight, he announced
his intention to run for U.S. Senator of his
home state of Ohio.
Though he would not take office until
1974, his political career would prove to
be enduring, serving in the Senate for 25
years. He represented the Democratic Party,
fighting for the rights of all citizens in the
country he loved, his way of giving back
to the people who had given him so much.
Although his work would take him around
the world (admittedly within its atmosphere)
Ohio was the place he called home. In 1998,
he founded the John Glenn Institute for
Public Service and Public Policy right here
at The Ohio State University. He hoped to
provide opportunities for future generations
to better their communities and their world
in whatever capacity they were able to, just
as he had. Now known as the John Glenn
College of Public Affairs, it lives on today,
located at Page Hall at 1810 College Road,
where his third-floor office and memorabilia
from throughout his lengthy career can be
seen by the public.
Glenn will forever be associated with OSU,
serving as Grand Marshall of the 1990 Grand
Marshal of the Tournament of Roses Parade
before the Buckeyes' Rose Bowl appearance,
and delivering the commencement speech
to the 2009 graduating class. He and Annie
even had the honor of being two of the very
few non-band members of The Ohio State
University Marching Band to dot the “i” at a
football halftime show. Glenn passed away
on December 8 at the OSU Wexner Medical
Center. He was the last living member of the
Mercury 7. His body was displayed at the
Ohio Statehouse, only the ninth person in
history to be given such an honor.
On December 17, a memorial procession
brought him down High St. to the campus he
loved so dearly, and hundreds gathered to bid
him farewell. President Bill Clinton and Vice
President Joe Biden convened to remember
the man who had such a positive impact on
the nation. President Obama ordered flags
to remain at half-staff in Glenn's honor until
his interment.
There is so much more to be said about
Glenn than could ever fit into this article—
his lost Presidential and Vice-Presidential
campaigns; his return to NASA in 1998 to
become the oldest person ever in space; the
hundreds of prestigious awards and Hall of
Fame inductions; the highways, high schools,
and airports (Columbus International,
for one) named in his honor. His legacy is
enormous and his flame will burn forever in
the heart of America. Godspeed, John Glenn.
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Gaven
Tatum,
S e n ior
Coat -

$70.00

Old Navy

Sweats h irt Porter and Ash

$20.00

J ean s - Old Navy

$30.00

styl

Photos by Meg Freeman

Kaitlyn
Williams,

street

S e n ior
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Boots -

Forever 21

$20.00

J ean s -

American Eagle

$50.00
S h irt -

American Express

Scar f -

Francesca’s

$20.00

$15.00
Jack et -

Forever 21

$20.00
B ean ie -

Royal Factory

$15.00
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Is this you?
Tweet @1870now to
claim your prize!

Girl is you an overdue library book because you
is fine @EmmaBower444

I was reading through the book of
Numbers and I realized I didn't have
yours @BigJam_23

Your body is 60% water and I'm thirsty
@kneumo

Austin from terra byte cafe
@ACunningh4m

Psst... we’ve got a crush on you.

Sometimes provocative, always
anonymous. Check out a few of
Ohio State’s latest crushes. You
never know, someone may be
crushing on you:

Sarah Charlton, I love you more than
you love Grandville. Keep it you sexy
haired freak. -The guy who's always
with Wade. @skcharlton

I'd say Gabbi Bondra wins the hottest
engineer award.
@GabbiBondra

I wish all redheads looked like
@julianabebout

ILLUS T RAT ED B Y MAT HE W FRAN K LIN
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